PHILOSOPHY
Art Project – Determinism to Existentialism (Freud and Skinner through Sartre)

Due Date: Friday, April 1st 2011

Directions: You must individually present a five-minute presentation showcasing some “art form” that exemplifies the concepts that we have been studying throughout this unit (Hard Determinism, Soft Determinism, Stoics View, Libertarianism, Indeterminism, Existentialism). The “art form” can be a popular song, movie (clip), painting, sculpture, poem, book or novel, classical piece of music, etc. You will FIND this art piece and then “bring” it to class. You then must let us see it, hear it, or “experience” it and then you need to discuss and teach us why this art piece best exemplifies one of the concepts above. You will be graded on a rubric, which I will show you later on during our hour in the library. Remember, you only have ONE class period to get this ready. You must be ready to go tomorrow.